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Abstract:

The goal of this project is to caiculate the curtent energy consumptic-rrr at any

particular organization and to propose the possible suggestions to reduce the power

consumption. This project will help in bringing the awareness in people that how

we can save energy. Saving energy is beneficial both for the user and provider as

there is a huge gap in supply and demand ratio on power sector'
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Objective

To provide an overview of wastage of energy due to lack of knowledge or negligence

To create an awareness towards the efficient usage of energy.

We focus on to conselve energy used and lesser their impact on environment.

Equipment with low power factor have to be fitted with power factor correction

devices so that the losses in the power cable (due to higher current) can be

minimised.

c,I[:r
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Introduction:

India, home to 18o/o of the world's population, Llses only 6oh of the world's primary

energy. India's energy consumption has almost doubled since 2000 and the

potential for further rapid growth is enormous. Therefc'te designing an elcctrical

system with sustainability refers to an approach that considers the use of renewable

energy, energy efficiency, conservation and minimising usage of natttral resources'

Sustainable development implementations in energy sector is possible by following

methods

' Supplementing consumption with renewable energy

' IJse of high energy efficiency equipment'

In this minor project we are concentrating on the second tnethod, that is "IJse of

high energy effioient equipment". This study includes the case study of how

replacement of LED lights irnpacted on overall power consumption of the

organization.

This project concept can be applicable for any organization' At colleges and

universities enelgy consumption has larger impact on both financial and

environment interests. Energy efficient campus buildings not only save the name

but are also comfortable to have abundance of natural light.

Problems in existing sYstems:

Although significant improvements in energy efficiency have been achieved

in appliance--s technologies, during the perio d of 2004 to 2007 the end-use

electricity consumption nua an increase of 2)l%, in residential sector and

10.45% in the tertiarY sector.

In the tertiary sectoi it is a significant increase when compared with the

growth rate for the period of 2001 to 2004,when an increase of 6-96Yo was

iegistered. Some of the reasons for such increase in the residential and

teiiary sector electricity consumption are associated with a higher degtee of

basic comfort and level of service and amenities, and widespread r-rtilization

of relatively new types of loads whose penetration and use has experienced a

very significant growth in recent years.

office-equipmart (PCs, monitors, fax machines, photocopiers, printers,

internet equipment, etc.) are the fastest growing users of electricity in the

tertiary sectoi. So in this scenario of increasing demand for energy we have

to be cautious about the wastage of energy due to following reasons.

o Old electronic devices which consume more power'

NO ri;#LLtsiiffi
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Both central and room air conditioners ale'uveil knor,vn to suck energy in the
summer. A room air conditioner's efficiency is rated by an energy efficiency

ratio (EER). Where the higher the number the more efficient it is. Most
modernretail air conditioners get a 10 EERrating, where older ones from
the 1990s rate closer to an EER of 7.

o Old lighting system which uses hrbe lights or tungsten bulbs etc
LED and CFL as technologies do not have a difference in brightness
intrinsically. Brightness is determined by lumens. Lumens is best described
as the measurement of light. A single CFL and LED bulb might have the
same lumen (brightness) outprit but vary greatly in the amount energy
needed to generate that level ofbrightness.
Many LED bulbs in the past were not omnidirectional which gave the upper
hand to CFL in various scenarios. For example, in a floor lamp, a CFL
would perform better because of the light coverage was, at the time, much
broader. In most recessed lighting (ceiling), however, the LED would have
greater efficacy. Fast forward to new LED generations, and we see the little
light-emitting diodes surpassing CFLs in overall energy consumption, color
and even becoming more competitively priced in the marketplace.
Lumen & Wattage Comparison

The chart below illustrates the amount of brightness in lumens. LED bulbs
require much less waftage than CFL or Incandescent light bulbs therefore we
can conclude LEDs are more energy-efficient and longer lasting than their
competitors.

The more lumens, the brighter the light. Compare lumens with how many watts
of power each light bulb fvpe requires to produce that level of brightness. The
lower the the device is better

LED vs CFL vs Incandescent
Cost Incandescent

$1

7,20

ural C#l-t-L'.::f,
#83'2ts KerrtPaPul ra, llehiraln

Lumens
(Briqhtness)

LED Watts
(Viribriqht)

CFL
Watts

lncandescent
Watts

400 - 500
650 - 850

1450-1700+

7 -'i0w 13 - 18W

14 -20W 23 - 30W

40!v 
:

60w
75W
'100w

CFL LEI)

Average cost per bulb $z
$4 or
less

Bensaluru .560 s24.
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a

hours

$s2

Bulbs needed for 25,000 hours

Cost of electricitY (25,000 hours

at $0.15 per kWh)

I estima

3 1

.

$30

with an astonishing lifespan of 25,000 hours, LED light bulbs are the

undisputed, hear.ywiight champion in longevity. The next best are CFL

bulbs which bring in aiespectable 8,000 hours of average life expectancy'

CFL

a power quality disturbances may o,riginate from the incoming

.te.tric.ttility power feeder to i plant, b1rt most are generatecl

inside the plant's electrical system.

Wastage of power out of negligence

fVfu"y"p.oil" igno.* switihing offmost appliances-.when they do

;;t;; th'em, i"t i.t is a process that takes only a little effort by

reaching out for the sr,vitch.

Standby power is electricity used by appliances and equipment while they

are switcled off or not performing their primary function.

Because power is used by appliances while they are not performing their

primary dunction, this standby power is considered as an electricify loss'

Eg: While putting TV in stand-by mode by remote control some part of TV is stop

working. However some parts oi TV are working to get that remote control signal

back and start functioning as soon as possible.

when someone watching TV for 4 hours. Average power consumption of TV per

hour is 70 Watts*4:280 Watts.

L-

$1i...,',., .,..

#33f 6 Kempapur-a, r.:*bhai,
gsnEarurii . sgu :]e+.
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$169

Incandescent

L1,

hours

bulbs

yearsover

LED

25,000

Life Span Challenge



When putting TV in stand-by mode, the electricity still consumed by TV as 8
Watts*20:160 Watts.
As a result we are using 50Yo of excess power to put our TV in Stand-by mode and
releasing lots of green house gas that our environment.

r maintenances
Electronic equipment consume 20Yo more energy when it's maintained poor way.
Eg: Frequently opening refrigerator causes 50 to120 kWh a year which is
enough for washing machine to work 50 tirnes. How many times we are
opening refrigerator without any idea what we do next after opening. After
doing that the compressor starts working hard to maintain temperature inside
the refrigerator.

Among all the electric consllmers, lighting has one of the highest shares in the
residential and commercial sector. Lighting accounts for approximately 2Ooh to
30o/o of the electricity consumption worldwide. By switching towards more
energy efficient lighting technologies, a considerable amount of energy could be
saved. According to statistics a potential energy saving of up to 27o/o in
residential and30o/o in the commercial sector.

The process of replacing inefficient light systems with more advanced and high
efficiency systems are called lighting retrofits. The success of a retrofit program
depends on different parameters, such as policies and regulations, occupant's
expectation, building specification, and human factors, which has the highest

12
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effect among other parameters. These parametels are highly interdependent and

could have a significant impact on the design'

Actions to be taken for energy conservation

Tnrn off lighl:i that are not in use. '':

Turn on se-curity lights as late as possible and turn them off as early as

possible. In the tropics, visibility becomes poor after 5:30am in most of

the times. It is therefore a waste of electricity to turn on lights at 6pm and

turn them off at 6am the following clay. At least one hour savings a day is

a lot in ayear.
Buy energy efficient lamps. Compact fluorescent lamps (cFLs) and light

.-itting piod. (LED) lamps are very efficient; very bright, consltmes

less energy, generates no heat and last longel than incandescent lamps' In

decidinglvt[n tea type to buy, ye1low label'and the stars will help in

these caie. The more the stars, the more efficient it is'

Do not buy CFL/LED that has no label on it'
If we replace one inefficient 60 watt incandescent bulb with a 15 watt

CFL and use it for 5hours a day, we can save about 82 kwh of electricity

and 0.05 Tc02 in ayear.
Usage of Led will reduce the power consumptionby 5oh

thelballast) choke in the fluorescent light should be removed if the lamp

is gone deai. The choke consumes up to 1 1 watt if it remains in the

system.
use brighter colours for rooms since they do reflect light and ensure

better illumination than dull colours which tend to absorb light'

It is aclvisable to turn off lights while leaving the room or building' If the

room is large, smaller lights can be installed instead of overhead light'

In an office building, we can set timer to get the lights off after 15

minutes after closing the office. Same can be done at home too, set timer

when everyone leaves for school or work in the morning'

we can install motion sensors to automate the lighting system at office

and residential buildings especially where lights are required but not

continuously. For example, in a place between staircase and basement,

where the light will be switched on only when there is a motion. Sensors

can also be installed in work spaces or outside for utility and security'

FAN

The wor.k of a fan is to turn the air in a particular area so that the place will not

be too warm. It is therefore important that the areabe well ventilated to euable

the fan function efficiently. If ihe following steps are followed, one can have the

efficient usage of the fan.

a

l

l

l

I

I

I

l

I

t

a

a

1i

li

t3
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Open windows to allow more into the room so that the fan can circulate it well
to lower the temperature. Circulation of trapped air in closed room by fans lead

to warming of rooms;

Avoid the use of incandescent lamps as they produce heat. The work of the fan

will not be fully felt as the air in the room vrill be warmed by the incandescent

lamp.

AIR-CONDITIONER

Air-conditioners consume a lot of electricity as they are common in offices and

run for long hours. To reduce consumption of electricity, the follow steps

should be followed:

Buy efficient air-conditioners. Look out for the yellow label and the black stars.

The more the stars, the more efficient the application'

The room should be well sealed and well curtained to avoid warm air entering

the room through vent and conduction.

If you are going out for more than 30 minutes, the air conditioners should be

turned off.

Lighting

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are extremely energy-efficient. It was used for

electronics, instrument panels, and pen lights before but now it is being used

even for strings of door and celebration lights. The small bulbs are clustered and

the manufacturers are providing expanded applications. Flashlights and

headlamps were the first clustered bulbs. Nowadays LEDs are used for

household light fixtures too with a cluster of 180 bulbs per cluster which are

encased in a diffuser lenses to spread the light in wider beams.

. LEDs don't have a filament and are not damaged or broken.It can be jarred

or bumped as they are strong.

. Directional lighting with LEDs.

. Long-lasting as compared to typical incandescent

. High efficiency with2-17 W

. LED bulbs as they prevent heat build-up thereby reducing air conditioning
costs at the same time.

. Cost-effective

. Remote areas lighting and portable generators

. Mercury-free.

ssFlIt*,-rE
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Selection of Froper Led Light
There al'e different kinds and patterns of LED available in the market.

Follolving parameters to be considered while purchasing led iight lor different

applicalions.

Desirecl brightness

The first thing we must check about LED lights must be its brightness. It should

match with our requirement. To check illumination, use watlage and the lumens.

If the measured value is higher in lumens, then the brightness will also be

higher and vice versa.

Selection between cool and lvarm light
When choosing the LED lights for home, don't choose warm or cool bulbs, br-rt

ehoose in between that. Warm light bulbs are used for a small area of lighting

whereas cool light is used for task lighting plrrposes.

3-way bulb
In market, 3-way bulbs are available to replace 30, 60 and 75-watt incandescent

bulbs. 3-way bulbs will consume 80% less than incandescent buIbs.

Selecting the best quality
o Don't buy LED lights from discounters,, try to purchase the quality one

always. The discounters will provide only low-quality products which may

fail easily.

. Check for the certifications like Energy Star, UL and FCC.

Different type of LEDs
Different types of LED lights available in the market to improve energy

elficiency and their benefits.

LED Bulb

LED bulbs are avarlable Witir varied watts and styles. These are used in area

lighting for rooms, hallways, r'eading lamps, areas where lights remain for

prolonged period.

LED Tube Light
To replace traditional tubes, LED tubes are used in fluorescent lamp luminaires.

LED tubes are being used because of its energy efficiency and have long life as

compared to fluorescent tubes. LED tube lights are of different kinds which are

based on retro-fit design, compatible with electronic ballast, compatible with

Bengaluru .560 0e4"
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tubes etc. rhey are used for generar lighting purposes,

Alta bright LED Batten Light is a trend in today,s home and officiar purposes toirnpart a rich rook to.the surroundings. It has long life aird enhances energy

;Hi.'rTr';;":''"t 
it doesn't take fpace as other retro tube rights, it rooks

Batten

Down Light

L

In order to replace the typical incandescent, this was one of the earrierproductsby the i,dustry. Down rights come in different shapes and types according tousers' choice tike LED Down Light-circurar, LED Down Light_Square, LedDur'vn Light-circurar, LED Eco Down Light-Square, LED Eco Down Light_Circular, Surface Down Light _Square etc.
Street Iight
A number of retrofitting has been done nowadays in streets, roadways etc thatare lighted at night' They are welr suited to LED lighting as it enhances energy

:il:ff;where 
it is needed while limiting tight tres"pa.rlo wasted enersy.

LED spot light provides direct and intense tights for various opticar and imaging

;i:*:iTi.:Tffi,i:'##il;::";;;;il;#ev can be se, in any

Candle Light
It is designed to reprace incandescent cand elabrabulbs. candre Light Lamp of3W can deliver light of 25-30 w incandescent. The right from candre tightwon't disperse downwards as in typical incandescent burbs.MRI6

Multifaceted Reflector (NR) 16 lamps reprace regular incandescent right bulbsin retail and residentiar rightin*. ii., were designed to be used in srideprojectors. They can be used *h.." Iight is ."qrri"o in a range of low to
,ffiffi#lensity 

like desk lamps, pendant fixtures, track righting, display retail
Estimating Electricity Usa ge

Every appriance or erectronic device requires some energy. carcurating theenergy cost of an appliance or electronic'aevice;'-f#; 
easy. Most deviceshave a laber that tisis trow ,.rr;^;;; it uses, .i,r* 

"#rrre device or in the

n
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manual. we will also need to estimate how many hours a d,ay you use a
particular appliance.

Calculation of Electricity Consumption

Step 1: Watts Per Day

To calculate energy consumption costs, multiply the unit's wattage by the
number of hours the device in use it to find the number of r,vatt-hours consumecl
each day.

For example, If we use a 125 watt tele.rision for three hours per day. By
multiplying the watfage by the number of hours used per day, we can fincl that
we are using 375 watt-hours per day.

125 watts X 3 hours :375 watt-hours per day

Step 2: Convert to Kilowatts

But electricifv is measure in kilowatt hours on our electricity bill. Since we
know that r kilowatt is equal to 1,000 watts, calculating how many kwh a
pafiicular device uses is as easy as dividing by 1,000.

375 watt-hours per day / 1000 : 375 kwh per day

Step 3: Usage Over a Month period

To find out how much that's actually going to cost us on our electric bill, we
will have to take the equation a bit further. we need to figure out how manli
kWh the device uses per month.

375 watt-hours per day X 30 days :ll.Z5 kWh per month

Step 4: Figuring Out the Cost

Next, pull out your last electric bill ancl see how much you pay per kwh. For
this example, let's say you pay 10 cents per kilowaft hour. To find how much
the TV is costing you in a month, multipry your electricity rate by the kwh per
month that you calculated above.

71.25 kWh per month X 0.66 per k\vh :7.424per month

slNDF{! c{iLt'h'
#l3rZB KermPaPura'
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Case study: Calculation of Electricity Consumption of Sindhi Institutions

We started with comp arative study of energy consumption in the institution year

wise starting from the year 2012. Details shown below.

YEAR

ENERGY
CONSUMPTION IN

UNITS

MAXIMUM
UNITS

RECORDED
in KVA

2012 14,61,0 200

2013 14,172 158

20r4 17,973

20t5 20,523 770

2016 14,949 125

2017 21,945

2018 20,088 216

77),

Ef*f.ft,fiY CO tr\, $ U h/ f?"{l*{\} |Y} t-} ?'.}1T5

20.ro0

5,AAD

i3,{04

!0,a3t)

5,00c

()

7412 20L3 2AU 241\ 2C16 2fi77 2A1B

If we observe the variation in the consumption, it was less in the year 2012 and

20 1 3 compared to 2014 and 2015 . B ecause the infrastructure is improved with
additional class rooms. Also for the lighting CFL bulbs were used.

In2016 consumption was reduced because the building was replaced by LED
bulbs instead of CFL.

Again in2017 consumption is increased because of continuous usage of
basement rooms for classes of UG and PG courses. Because basement rooms

L

1B
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need the continuolrs usage of light ancl AC, as there is no natural light and
ventilation is not available.

In2018 consumption is reduced liftle because of the usage factors such as
weather and the class timings etc.

On the whole to understand the scenario we overviewecl the consumption at
various levels as follows.

In this calculation we have consolidatecl the data of lighting from Sindhi
college, Sindhi Pre university College and Sindhi High school Hebbal,
Kempapura campus. Based on the available datawe have calculated the energy
consumption based on the facts considering fol different environmental
conditions and the variable usage according to student 's academic scheCsle.

For all the uiteria maximum usage is considered.

Following table gives the details of the lighting and the respective calculation.

Description
Energy Consumption ln
Watts

Ceiling fan 336 3628800
Wall fan f+

Exhaust fan 1HP 7 1050000
Exhaust fan 74 666000
Exhaust fan L00W 3

4 24000
52 624000

18W LEDtube 382 1031400
1ft 18W LED I 28 75600
2ft 116 625400
12W LED 43 17400
1OW LED lights 344 619200
3W LED lights 69 31050

30 450000
20 3000

20m LED STRIP 1, 600
18w PL BULBX2 27 12900
15w PL BULBX2 18 40500

uter 250 1600000
40W tube 9 54000
Sha 6 3000

5d B2OBO

8

ilO3r2B KermPaPura, Hebbaf,

Total number
of devices

Be*galuurul'560 024.

1,9

1468800

45000
AC(1-rR)

Ac(2 -rR)

25WX4LEDlights
1W LED lights

LED par lights(180W)

profile lights(250W) 24000
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36WX 2PL I 6 32400

36WX 3FL lights 2 10800

600000Sound System 2

!492005HP CHIMNEY MOTOR 1

1790403 HP Pump

746005HP borewell

4

t
1, 746005HP motor
4 60000aquaguard

6 2880000I ift
2 52800Microwave oven(400W)

B 864000Refrigerator

UPS 5KWa offline 3 3000000

UPS 3KWa online 2 1200000

UPS 15KWa online 5 15000000

UPS 10K\it/a online 1 2000000

Gyser 2 2000

200KVA generator 1 750000

160KVA genertaor 1 6000000

1HP pump fire safety L 745

10HP motor fire safety L 7460

2HP motor drinage 1, L492

Amplifier 4 2000

Bell brass 1, 15

Bio-Metric 4 60

Calling Bell L 30

CFL square type 4 240

CFL bulb 24 552

Computer System 120 19200

D-Link processor 1 40

Epson Digital Smart
Board . 36 1,1268

Horns (for playground)-
New 3 300

Horns (for playground)-
old 2 200

Halogen Lamps 3 1200

Printer 9 LZ60

Speakers PA systems 27 1350

Tube light set 20 800

LED tubes 4743527

UPS 1KVA L 1000

UPS sKVA 2 10000

Xerox Machine 3 1800

Zicom CCTV Camera TL 550

Bengah.rru - 560 044,
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Grand Total =45296KW

MISC- Speakers; Mikes;
Sterios etc 1, 2500

A.a1n if u: divide the consurt?tion as following rreas we will get i,uilowing
table. Under essentials we have included borewell, IIPS, motors etc which are

basic reqr-rirements and we can not replace it.

Description
Consumption in
KW

o//o
Consumption

Lighting 3132KW 7

Fan 1469KW J

AC 648KW t.4
Essentials 32255.2KW 7T

Computers 1619KW 4

Miscellenious 783.3KW aL

If we observe the %o of each area in the above table lighting is amount to 7%o

and we are already using 99% LED lights. Therefore we cannot further save

energy by lighting system. With this we can say we are doing our maximum
efforts to save energy.

Conclusion

Reducing electricity consrunption imparts our house or office building more

efficiency r,vhich in turn benetlcial to our money savings policy and

environment too. Analyse our daily lighting practices and leverage in efficient
technoiogy. We will surely be able to reduce unlvanted costs of energy and

ensure lor,ver utility bills every year.
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